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Hospital’s flu fighter campaign a huge success

Celebrating 900 years of service

THE CoMMiTMENT of staff who have clocked up over 900 years of service between them was celebrated at West Middlesex University 
Hospital on Wednesday 5 february. 

The annual Long Service Awards recognise and reward staff members who have put in over ten years of service at the Trust.  
Fifty-six employees attended the event after achieving one of the significant milestones of 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 years and 40 years.
Jacqueline Docherty DBE, chief executive, spoke at the awards of the strong sense of teamwork across the hospital and the wide 
range of roles which play an important part in patients receiving safe, excellent care which is demonstrated by the positive patient  
feedback we have received recently.
 
More on >>P3

foLLoWiNg A SUSTAiNED campaign throughout the 
autumn and winter, three quarters (75%) of front line 
staff at West Mid hospital have now had the flu jab; 
protecting themselves, their colleagues, and most  
importantly their patients from the spread of flu.

Medical director Dr Stella Barnass said: “Every  
autumn we begin immunizing our staff against the  
latest strains of flu, which change each year. It is  

important that they are protected for a number 
of reasons. firstly it is to protect themselves from  
catching the flu, and potentially being off sick for  
several weeks during the busy winter period – putting 
extra pressure on their colleagues. Secondly, it  
prevents them from passing on the flu – which 
they may carry without having any symptoms  
themselves. This is particularly important when they are  

treating patients who are more susceptible to  
picking up viruses like flu and suffering a severe  
infection, possibly with complications.  
Lastly it means that they are also protecting 
their families and friends from the spread of flu. 
 
 
Continued on page 3
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Jacqueline Docherty DBE -  
chief executive

Above: Course director, Dr Jasmin Cheema (in green) with junior doctors from West Mid and Hillingdon 
hospital and some of their tutors.

AS i WriTE my column for this edition of 
West Mid Matters it is the first official day of 
spring and it definitely seems like the spring  
weather has arrived. There are daffodils in 
bloom around the hospital and the sun has been  
shining, with a faint hint of warmth to it. 

Spring is a time of new growth and change. in 
this edition of my column i want to talk about how 
the NHS is changing, and how we as a hospital fit 
into this.

The NHS is faced with caring for an ageing 
population living with complex long term 
conditions. Significant change is needed to ensure 
it can continue to provide the very best healthcare 
now and into the future.

in North West London we are part of a scheme 
to improve and strengthen health services for the 
two million people who rely on it.  Called Shaping 
a Healthier future (SaHf) it is being led by local 
clinicians across the whole of North West London, 
and seeks to address variations in the quality 
of care that currently exist across the different 
hospital sites.

The main principles driving SaHf are concerned 
with:

putting the patient at the centre of the NHS  �
providing more accessible care  �
establishing centres of excellence to ensure   �

 that more expertise is available for more of the  
 time

 
The proposals will see West Middlesex, Chelsea 
& Westminster, Hillingdon, Northwick Park, and  
St Mary’s hospitals providing comprehensive, 

seven day a week, acute  
emergency care. Accident 
and Emergency departments 
at Ealing and Charing Cross 
hospitals will remain open, 
albeit with changes to the 
‘size and shape’ of service. 

in the past hospitals were 
very much the default place 
for almost every aspect of 
healthcare. But that is an 
out-dated view that has 
been changing for some 
time. generally people don’t 
want to have to spend any 
longer in hospital than is 
absolutely necessary and that 
is where there is a focus on 
improvement. from where 
to give birth right through 
to where you die, hospital 
is no longer the place many 
people choose. our aim, in 
partnership with our healthcare colleagues, is to 
do all we can to improve choice  and access for our 
community. 

for example, day surgery is now the norm for all 
operations. Wherever possible, patients are able to 
go home the same day of their procedure; without 
the need for an overnight stay. This speeds up 
recovery time and reduces the risk of infection.

We also make more and more use of outpatient 
care, as well as care in the community. 

This all means people can carry on with their 

normal lives as much as possible, 
with the minimal of disruption and 
inconvenience. it is also a much more 
efficient use of our services and 
ultimately of limited public funds.

As a hospital we are just one 
of a range of options available 
if you are unwell. This includes  
self-care, pharmacies, and gPs (family 
doctors). if you are unsure of where 
best to go for advice and treatment you 
can now call 111. 

NHS 111 is available 24 hours a 
day, 365 days a year. Calls are free 
from landlines and mobile phones. it 
is a fast and easy way to get the right 
help, whatever the time. You can also 
go online at www.nhs.uk and use the 
symptoms checker as well as to find 
your local NHS providers including gPs, 
dentists and hospitals.

At the same time there is more and 
more emphasis on us all improving 

and taking control of our health. The old adage 
prevention is better than cure is as true now as it 
has ever been. Whether you are currently fit and 
well, and want to stay that way, or if you have a  
long-term health condition like diabetes, there are 
ways we can all help ourselves. 

go to www.nhs.uk and click on the ‘Live Well’ 
tab at the top of the page for lots of information 
and tips on improving your health and wellbeing.

Director’s cut

What matters to me...

ovEr THE PAST few years the hospital has developed 
and expanded its hi-tech simulation training, whilst 
at the same time building an excellent reputation  
amongst its students and peers. The Trust’s modern 
simulation centre  provides  life-like medical scenarios in 
which trainee doctors are put through their paces using 
state-of-the-art ‘mannequins’.  

March marked the end of another very successful 
year with the latest group of recently qualified doctors 
completing their final simulation training session. 

High fidelity simulation training is mandatory for 
all foundation year 1 and 2 doctors – those in their first 
and second years as fully fledged doctors. In addition to  
doctors based at West Mid, for the first time we have 
been providing simulation training to doctors from other 
hospitals. 

Dr Jasmin Cheema, course director and  
emergency medicine consultant, explained: “We now  
have a proven track record for providing high  
quality simulation training, backed up by some excellent  
feedback from our students. This has allowed us to win 
a bid to provide training to doctors from neighbouring  
Hillingdon hospital, maximising our use of the  
simulation centre. 

“Also new this time has been the involvement 
of student nurses, who add to the realism of the  
situation and help challenge the way the doctors  
communicate. At the end of a recent session one of the  
student nurses said to the doctors: ‘i didn’t understand  
what was going on as you didn’t involve me in what you  
were doing.’ This is a perfect example of the ‘human  

factors’ that are explored as part of the course.  
Doctors can sometimes become so engrossed in trying  
to diagnose and treat the patient in  a pressurised  
situation that they forget to communicate with their 
team and, indeed the patient.”

In total 124 doctors have completed the course this 
year. All are asked to complete feedback forms to help 
improve the programme further for the benefit of  
future students. Comments include: 
“Excellent course; great enthusiasm from staff.” 

“i think this simulation is a good reminder of all of the 
important factors for practising medicine.”

Dr Cheema concluded: “We are very  
fortunate to have such an excellent facility here, and are  
grateful to the senior doctors who dedicate their time 
to teach on these courses. our challenge now is to 
keep improving so we are able to provide the very best  
training for future generations of doctors and other 
healthcare professionals.”
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News in briefCelebrating 900 years of service
...continued from front page

Donations for Crane Ward
YoU MAY HAvE read in the last  
edition of West Mid Matters that we 
have recently refurbished Crane 
ward to make it a dementia-friendly  
environment. Part of this  
improvement work has been the  
creation of a day room where patients  
can spend time with their  
family and friends, away from 
the ward environment. The day 
room has its own kitchen area and  
comfy chairs to relax in. 

We would like to equip the room 
with some activities for patients 
and their visitors, but we need your 
help. Can you donate good quality 
board games, jigsaws (small or large  
pieces) books, old movies on DvD, age  
appropriate CDs (40s/50s etc) or 
any others activities that would be  
appropriate for the dementia patient.

Please contact Nikki Higginson if 
you can help on 020 8321 6131.

Medical director, Dr Stella Barnass, 
pictured having her flu jab, launched 
the Flu Fighters campaign in October 
2013.

Dr Barnass explained that there are 
many myths that people believe about 
the flu, for example, that it is just a bad 
cold, or that it can be treated with an-
tibiotics. However, flu is much more 
severe than a cold and can lead to a 
number of nasty, even life-threatening,  
complications. As viruses cause flu  
antibiotics will not help as they only  
work against bacteria.

“our staff really rose to the  
challenge this winter, with over 1,200 of them  
having the jab between october and the 
end of February. It may now officially be 
spring but the flu season lingers on for 
some time after the end of winter so it 
is encouraging to know that we are well  
protected here at West Mid”, Dr Barnass 
said. 

oBSTETriC DoCTor, SrDJAN Saso will 
be taking part in the Tough Mudder 
Challenge this April to raise money for 
West Mid’s very own Stork Appeal. 

Donations to the Stork Appeal  
allow us to provide the very best care 
and facilities for our community,  
including practical elements such as 
birth aids as well as the chance to  
create a more homely and calm  
environment, by setting up improved 
relaxation areas and funding paintings 
and CD players for rooms. 

This will help give women more 
choice during their pregnancy and 
make the experience of birth as  
private, comfortable and peaceful 
as possible for happier and healthier 
mothers and babies.

for those of you who have 
not heard of the Tough Mudder  
Challenge, it is essentially a 12 mile 

obstacle course - involving running 
through mud, crawling underneath 
barbed wire, wading through ice, doing  
monkey bars, climbing walls, and so 
on. 

if you would like to support Srdjan 
and the Stork Appeal please donate  
online: http://www.justgiving.com/saso

Service manager for medicine, richard  
ingrey, is also fundraising this April 
when he takes part in the London  
Marathon. 

As with last year, richard will be 
running  in support of Diabetes UK with 
the hope of raising £4,000.

if you wish to support richard’s  
marathon effort, please visit his  
fundraising page:
 http://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/team/
gerryandrichard

West Mid staff fundraising

Nina Singh, director of workforce 
and development, said: “West  
Middlesex is a hospital where many staff 
choose to stay with us and form part of 
the local community. That’s quite special 
for a London hospital and we hope to 
preserve that. We see the importance of 
formally recognising the achievements 
and loyalty of our workforce and this 
ceremony gives us the opportunity to 
publicly thank staff and acknowledge 
the service they have given over many 
years.”

Edwin Dela Cruz from isleworth has 
been at West Middlesex for ten years, 
he started here as a ward manager in 
AMU before becoming head of faculty of  
nursing three years ago. He said: “This is 
my local hospital and it is a friendly place 
to work, I definitely see myself retiring 
from here.”

Joseph Machado from Hayes has 
worked as a healthcare assistant on 
osterley ward for ten years, he said: 
”i still enjoy the challenges of the job 
and working with some many different  
people each day.”

Susan Nugent from isleworth was  
collecting her award for over 15 years  
service as a midwife.  She actually  
started her midwifery career at West 
Middlesex over 30 years ago before  
taking a break to raise her two  
daughters who were both born here. She 
said: “I came back to the Trust in 1998 
as a neonatal nurse and returned to  
practice midwifery a year later; my  
colleagues are all very friendly and i  
really enjoy my work as a community 
midwife.”  

Karen Beck from Teddington has 
worked as a midwife at West Mid 
for over twenty years and is now  
midwife on the new  
homebirth team. She said: “i trained 
as a midwife at West Middlesex and 
then went on to have both of my  
children here. i’ve always found West 
Mid a friendly place to work and have 

enjoyed being able to specialise and  
promote breastfeeding and home 
birth.” 

Diane Pursglove from Chiswick 
has worked in the hospital pharmacy  
department for 30 years. She said:  
“funnily enough i started here in a  
temporary position, since then i have 
worked with many people and have made 
a lot of good friends. i have seen the  
hospital change a lot and i have also had 
a few family members work here over the 
years; there have been many good times, 
and some sad times but on the whole, i 
have enjoyed my time here.“

obertine James from Hayes has 
served as a staff nurse at the Trust 
for 38 years. She said: “I’ve definitely  
enjoyed meeting so many different  
people, i’ve seen many come and go. 
it just takes one nice comment from a  
patient to make your day and then make 
the job worthwhile.” 

Staff nurse, Ann Brown, from 
Staines was collecting her award for 
40 years of service. She said: “I have 
loved working here, i have worked 
with some lovely colleagues and cared 
for very nice patients over the years. 
i’ve seen so much change on the  
hospital site, and sometimes i miss the old  
fashioned uniforms but i’ve moved 
with the times, as has the hospital. it’s 
been very enjoyable to speak to my  
colleagues today and to celebrate our 
service for the Trust.” The longest  
serving staff member at  
the ceremony was patient  
affairs manager, Chris Lewis, from  
Shepperton who has worked at the 
Trust for 41 years. He said: “I have  
carried out many roles in my time here; i 
started out in the x-ray department as a  
messenger, then a clerical assistant before 
joining the finance department where I 
have had various roles before working in  
the patient affairs office. It has  
certainly gone very quickly and i’ve  
always enjoyed working here.”

‘Heads Up’

Flu fighter campaign success

A SiMPLE BUT effective new scheme to  
improve patient care and staff  
experience is being rolled out across 
the hospital wards following a  
successful pilot. 

In October 2013 Osterley 1 ward was 
the first to trial the ‘Heads-Up’ system, 
a structured method for staff to discuss 
issues affecting the smooth running of 
the ward. 

At the start of each day, as part 
of their existing ward round, staff 
have a brief discussion about any  
problems they have encountered and  
the multi-disciplinary team discusses 
the best ways of overcoming them. 

‘Heads-Up’ is part of a  
research study on medical wards 
being led by Dr Sam Pannick. Dr  
Pannick, a gastroenterology and 
general medicine registrar, splits his  
research work between West  
Middlesex and St. Mary’s hospitals. 
He explained: “Medical wards treat 
a mixture of patients with a range of  
different conditions. Many of those  
patients need help from several  
different specialities while they 
are here. This all means more  
opportunities for things to not go  

completely smoothly, resulting 
in a poor patient experience and  
frustration amongst staff.

”The aim of ‘Heads-Up’ is to  
empower front line staff, who 
know where there are any issues,  
allowing them to make their own 
changes where possible or escalate 
problems more quickly to senior staff. 
Equally areas of good practice can be 
highlighted, so that other staff can 
learn and implement them in their  
areas. it compliments existing systems 
and Dr Pannick is collecting feedback 
from staff to compare their feelings 
about safety and team working at the 
start of the project and again in six 
months time to measure progress.”

Some of the areas identified 
through this system include access to 
equipment, phlebotomy (blood tests) 
and the discharge process which is  
already part of a separate Trust 
project.

Now that the project is up and  
running on both Osterley 1 and 2 wards, 
the plan is to gradually roll it out to 
many of the other medical wards in the 
hospital.

Continued from front page...
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 Word from West Mid

 

 Photo gallery 

Midwife, Amy Colwill, pictured above with 
volunteers from the local NCT breastfeeding  
drop-in group holding their hand-knitted 
blanket for the Hamlin fistula charity which 
helps women in Ethiopia who have suffered 
childbirth injuries.  

for more information about local 
breastfeeding support  and the  Hamlin 
fistula charity please visit:
http://www.nct.org.uk/branches/twickenham
http://www.hamlinfistulauk.org/

if you read the last edition of West Mid Matters you 
will know that the Acute Medical Unit are our current 
Team of the Year, as chosen at the Staff Excellence 
and Achievement Awards in December. 

As well as the accolade itself, and a glass trophy, the 
team were awarded £250 from Charitable Funds. 
They chose to spend this money on a lunchtime 
party, with a valentine’s theme as it took place on 
14th February. 

A big thank you goes to local insurance company, rentguard, 
who generously donated over £2,500 to the Stroke Unit in 
March.  Rentguard originally aimed to raise £2,000 to help 
buy new equipment for Kew Ward, so they were very pleased 
when they received so many generous donations that they 
surpassed their target. Some of the new equipment that the 
money could help buy are foot stools, feeding pumps, drip 
stands, two manual blood pressure machines and eating 
aids.

Stroke
EvErY YEAr ovEr 150,000 people in  
England have a stroke and it is the third 
largest cause of death, after heart disease 
and cancer. May is Stroke awareness month 
so we spoke to specialist nurse, Ahlam 
Wynne to find out more about strokes. 

What is a stroke and what causes 
them? 
A stroke is a severe medical condition  
which occurs suddenly when the blood  
supply to part of the brain is cut off. Blood  
provides oxygen and nutrients which brain 
cells require in order to function. once the 
blood supply is stopped, brain cells begin 
to die. As the brain controls the body, 
damage caused to the brain will have an 
immediate effect on the body and mental  
processes. The effect is very variable  
according to the size and site of the  
damaged area of brain. There are two 
main causes of strokes:

ischaemic (accounting for over   �
 80%  of all cases) – the blood supply is  
 stopped due to a blood clot  

haemorrhagic – a weakened blood   �
 vessel supplying the brain bursts and  
 causes brain damage 
 
What are the symptoms?
The signs and symptoms of a stroke vary 
from person to person but they usually 
begin suddenly. As different parts of your 

brain control different 
parts of your body, your 
symptoms will depend 
upon the part of your 
brain that has been 
affected and the extent 
of the damage.

Remember FAST: 
Face: the face may have 
dropped on one side, the 
person may not be able 
to smile or their mouth or eye may have 
drooped. 
Arms: the person with suspected stroke 
may not be able to lift one or both arms 
and keep them there because of arm 
weakness or numbness. 
Speech: their speech may be slurred or 
garbled, or the person may not be able to 
talk at all despite appearing to be awake. 
Time: it is time to dial 999 immediately if 
you see any of these signs or symptoms. 

How is a stroke treated?
A stroke is a medical emergency and 
effective treatment depends on a rapid 
response to symptoms. People with a 
suspected stroke are taken to a Specialist 
Stroke Centre for initial diagnosis and 
treatment. This will include an urgent 
brain scan followed by the use of  
‘clot-busting’ medicine or statins, used 
to reduce cholesterol.  our local Hyper 

Acute Stroke units are at 
Charing Cross Hospital and 
Northwick Park Hospital. 
West Middlesex has a 
dedicated Acute Stroke 
Unit (Kew ward) and TiA 
service (transient ischaemic 
attack or mini-stroke) 
that provides specialist 
assessment, treatment and 
rehabilitation to maximise 

the patient’s chance of making a good 
recovery and returning to their normal 
life.

Who can be affected by stroke?
Stroke occurs mostly in people aged over 
65, but can also develop in young people 
and children. A quarter of strokes occur 
in younger people. Another contributing 
factor is ethnicity; if you are south Asian, 
African or Caribbean, your risk of stroke 
is higher. This is partly because of a 
predisposition (a natural tendency) to 
developing diabetes and heart disease, 
which are two conditions that are linked 
to strokes.

What are the risk factors?
Strokes can occur depending on an 
individual’s lifestyle. High blood pressure, 
the presence of an irregular heart 
rhythm (atrial fibrillation) and high blood 

cholesterol levels are very important risk 
factors for stroke. Smoking, obesity, poor 
diet and alcohol abuse are all risk factors 
and are especially dangerous in the 
context of conditions such as high blood 
pressure or diabetes. Stroke can also be a 
consequence of recreational drug abuse in 
young people. 

What if there is a history of 
stroke in my family?
family history can also contribute to 
whether an individual is likely to have a 
stroke. If a close relative (first degree) has 
experienced a stroke/ heart attack before 
the age of 60, the possibility of developing 
it is high.

How can i reduce my chances of 
having a stroke?
Eighty per cent of strokes are preventable. 
The best way to prevent a stroke is to 
eat a healthy diet, cut down on salt, 
lower your cholesterol, reduce your 
alcohol intake, exercise regularly and 
take your medication as prescribed. if 
you smoke, you should stop smoking. 
Contact the hospital Stop Smoking 
Service on 0208 321 5188 for advice and  
support. To find out more about stroke, 
visit: www.nhs.uk/pathways/stroke  
www.stroke.org.uk 

Ahlam Wynne, stroke specialist nurse
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Did you recognise that you were having 
a stroke? 
No, i didn’t know i was having a stroke. 
I had just got to work on Monday 11 
March last year and was making myself a 
coffee when i suddenly felt very unwell 
with an extremely sharp headache in my  
forehead. i thought it may be a migraine 
and decided to go home.

What happened?
i went to West Middlesex and initially it 
took a while to diagnose me because 
the obvious symptoms i was presenting  
(nausea, loss of balance and headache) 
were not the most common stroke  
symptoms. Most strokes present  
symptoms such as, slurred speech and 
drooping face, but i didn’t have these. 
My symptoms progressed over a number 
of hours until i eventually couldn’t  
control the right side of my body. My 
body temperature dropped to 33 ° C 
and my vision was deteriorating badly. 
once my stroke was diagnosed, i was  
transferred to the hyperacute stroke  
unit at Charing Cross Hospital. i couldn’t 
walk and had developed double-vision 
nystagmus (involuntary eye movement) 
in both eyes. The stroke had affected a 
small area in the back of the brain (part of 
the medulla in the brainstem and part of 
the cerebellum) due to a tear in the inner 
wall (dissection) of one of the vertebral  
arteries that supplies blood to that area 
of the brain. The tear causes a small clot 
to form inside the artery which blocks the 
flow of blood to that part of the brain. I 
was experiencing what’s called  

Wallenberg’s syndrome caused by  
damage to the medulla and also some 
damage to the cerebellum, with a range 
of effects including dizziness, loss of 
pain and temperature sensation, even  
uncontrollable hiccups. 

How was your experience at West  
Middlesex?
After a week at Charing Cross  
Hospital i came to Kew Ward where i was 
just one of two patients under the age of 
65. When I arrived I wasn’t mobile at all 
but as soon as i arrived on the ward, the  
focus of my care changed. That first day,  
the physiotherapist visited me and asked 
if i wanted to go to the gym. i was unsure 
if i was up to it but they were so positive 
and supportive that i decided to give it a 
try. 

The physiotherapy and the positive  
attitude of the physiotherapists became 
my lifeline. I spent five weeks on Kew 
ward, doing physiotherapy every day. i 
had both individual and group sessions 
which were great because you felt a real 
sense of camaraderie and that you were 
in control of your own recovery. once 
you’re mobile you become part of a  
community on the ward, your world gets a 
little bigger and you’re no longer confined 
by your immobility: being isolated in your 
bed makes recovery so much tougher. The 
physiotherapy was so important because 
it makes you feel normal again. 

The overwhelming thing was that 
so much of my care was not about  
administering medication, it was practical  
care; helping me physically and  

mentally get back on my feet. You find that 
you have a strangely intimate, emotional  
reliance on the staff, and the care and  
concern they show you matters so 
much. The depth of care the stroke 
team and physiotherapists gave was  
something you can’t really comprehend 
giving to a stranger, and it surprised and  
overwhelmed me when i was at the  
receiving end of it. 

once i was up on my feet it was a 
case of setting myself daily goals. The  
Physiotherapists encouraged me to walk  
around the ward, to push myself 
to do more than i thought i could  
manage. Eventually, i was walking as far  
as rumbles restaurant. it felt like an epic 
adventure! regular medical tests showed 
me that i was constantly improving, which 
provided me with the positive feedback 
that i needed. 

The stroke team were able to get me  
referred to a specialist unit at Northwick 
Park Hospital that treats brain injuries 
for patients under 65 years old. I was at 
Northwick Park Hospital for 10 weeks and 
by the time i went home my double vision 
had gone and i was walking pretty much 
normally. 

i’m still an outpatient at West Mid, 
regularly coming in to assess my progress 
and ensuring that any risk factors are  
minimised. i’ve since been referred for 
specialist eye treatment at Queen Square 
and community rehab. 

Have you made any changes to your  
lifestyle since your stroke?
firstly, i have not returned to work yet 

but i am coping with that because i feel 
i’m still improving. The main things i 
have to manage are my fatigue and sight  
deficiency. I had to surrender my  
driving license and now i walk 
everywhere. it is hard to work on  
something visually demanding like a  
computer as it becomes very tiring. it has 
taken some time to be able to focus on 
the screen and be able to read normally 
again. 

The biggest challenge has been the  
fatigue. i was told early on that fatigue  
is one of the biggest issues for stroke  
recovery, but at first I didn’t really  
understand what it meant practically.  
I do now! One of the most difficult 
things is accepting that you need to pace  
yourself.  Part of making it manageable is 
having a routine; i get my children ready 
each morning and take them to school. 
i’m so much more organised now. i have 
to pick and choose what is important 
and what can be achieved in one day,  
allowing plenty of time for me to rest  
after activities. 

What have you learned from your  
experience?
You have to look at what you have 
and stay positive. Your attitude is  
absolutely critical. i look at it that i have 
a lot more time with my family at the  
moment, and it’s up to me to enjoy that. 
As long as i am mobile and can look after  
myself, i do what i can and concentrate on  
making the best of each day.

Stroke can affect anyone, any time. A year on, patient Jonathan Key 
spoke to us about his experience. Jonathan’s Story

SUPErviSorS of MiDWivES are midwives who 
have undertaken additional specialist training and 
our role is to provide support to pregnant women 
and their families, as well as provide guidance and  
support for midwives.

As supervisors of midwives we have a  
statutory duty to protect mothers and babies. 
We are responsible to the Local Supervising  
Authority and work to ensure that midwives are  
supported to actively promote and deliver high  
quality evidence based midwifery care. it is also 
a statutory requirement that every midwife in  
practice and on the Nursing and Midwifery Council 
(NMC) register is overseen by a named supervisor of 

midwives.
our team currently consists of nine experienced,  

knowledgeable and highly motivated midwives  
who facilitate a supportive working partnership  
between midwives and service users.   
our philosophy is one of nurturing normality,  
supporting, advocating and empowering choice 
around childbirth and promoting the highest  
standard of care and protection for  
mothers and their babies. our team of supervisors is  
expanding steadily and there is an ongoing  
recruitment strategy in place to achieve 
and maintain a minimum of twelve  
supervisors. We currently have three  

student supervisors of midwives.
 
As supervisors of midwives our primary role is to:

Promote improvements in the   �
quality and safety of  maternity services leading 
to better outcomes and satisfaction for women 
and their babies. 

Ensure that midwives are confident and   �
competent to  practice safely using evidence based 
care.

Monitor standards and to identify and   �
intervene in any unacceptable practice and to  
support changes to improve the provision of care. 

A supervisor of midwives is available 24 hours 
a day and we can be contacted via the hospital  
switchboard on 020 8560 2121 or via email at 
somteam@wmuh.nhs.uk.

From left: (front row)  fiona ghalustians, Sarah 
Sandhu, Jacqueline Nash, Sally Dauncey, Brenda 

Tebby. Back row L-r Chantelle Winstanley 
(student supervisor), Natalie Carter (student 

supervisor), Samantha Harrison, Sandra Sealey-
fletcher, Henrietta Nheta.

Meet the Supervisors of Midwives
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Leavers
Almie Mngadi – ward manager

WE BiD A fond farewell to Almie who has  
retired from the Trust after 16 years of service. 

Almie joined West Mid as a staff nurse and worked 
her way up to ward manager for osterley ward.  
During her time here Almie has had many  
highlights and accolades including winning the Nursing  
Standard Ward Sister award in 2009, and being 
part of the winning team in the Healthcare Quality  
improvement Partnership awards – for their CoPD 
(Chronic obstructive Pulmonary Disease) discharge care 
bundle to name but two.

Almie would like to thank her colleagues on  
osterley ward for all their generous gifts and 
their support and friendship over the years.  
She’d  particularly like to mention matron Dharmen 
govinden, her fellow band 7 sisters, specialist nurses  
Parminder rihal, Leonel flores and Sarah Nash, Dr Mann  
and Dr Winning and senior managers at the Trust.  
Although Almie is retiring she isn’t planning to put her 
feet up just yet. She will be working two days a week for  
homeless charity Hestia and returning to West Mid two 
days a week as a bank nurse. However, she is hoping to 
take a well deserved holiday first and take all her team 
out to thank them!

Nirmal Sharma - senior ward sister – Kew Ward
AT THE END of March we 
wished Nirmal Sharma 
(Nim) a happy retirement 
after 26 years of service 
at West Mid. She started 
here in 1988 as a third 
year student doing her 
adaptation course and 
joined the Trust as a staff 
nurse the following year. 

When asked about any 
special memories during 
her time here, she said: 

“i’ve enjoyed every moment of my career at West Mid. 
The Trust has given me every opportunity to further my 
career.” 

During her time at West Mid Nim has completed an  
orthopaedic diploma and a BSc nurse practitioner. 

Nim said that she has been delighted to be part of 
the stroke team. “Witnessing patients’ recovery from a 
stroke has given me great job satisfaction. i have very 
much enjoyed working with everyone here, and i have 
no regrets”, she said. 

During her retirement she plans to travel and spend 
more time with her grandson, Alexander. We’d like to 
thank Nim for her service to the Trust and wish her all the 
best in her retirement. 

Linda Crouch – occupational therapy assistant
LiNDA firST JoiNED West 
Mid in 1996 as an auxiliary 
nurse within surgery and  
orthopaedics. After her  
completing an NvQ in 
clinical support she spent 
18 months as a district 
nurse support before  
rejoining the Trust in 
2003, the same year 
the new hospital 
opened, this time as an  
 

occupational therapy assistant in surgery and  
orthopaedics. 

Linda told WMM that in her retirement she is  
looking forward to being able to spend more time with 
her six grandchildren as well as sharing her husband’s 
hobby of growing vegetables. 

Linda wanted to thank all her colleagues,  
particularly within surgery and orthopaedics and the 
therapy team. She said she has also enjoyed the banter 
with the hospital porters and other members of staff 
about her passion for Tottenham Hotspur, which she is 
hoping to have more time for. 

In each edition we feature a small selection of staff 
joining and leaving the Trust. If you would like to be 
featured, or know someone who has recently started, is 
due to leave or has had a change in role then please let 
us know. Contact us at communications@wmuh.nhs.uk 
or call 020 8321 5035.

Starters
Julia Dufour – matron for older people

JULiA JoiNED THE Trust in  
January this year from imperial  
College Healthcare NHS Trust where she 
was discharge manager at Charing Cross  
Hospital. Her role involves acting as  
safeguarding lead in conjunction 
with Shan Jones, director of quality  
improvement, and social services. 

She will also be  
providing professional leadership,  
development and line management 
to ward managers on Kew, Crane and  
Lampton wards. Julia explained that she 

chose to work at West Middlesex because she was looking for a role that 
would be an exciting new challenge. “So far, i have found everyone at the 
Trust to be very friendly and welcoming”, she said. 

Julia said that she is most looking forward to driving up  
standards of nursing care and practice; developing the services for older 
people; improve staffing levels and monitoring the quality of patient care.

 Coming & goings

 Get in touch
Editorial team: richard Elliott, Monica Keats  
Contact: communications@wmuh.nhs.uk / 020 8321 6342 / 5035

We hope you enjoyed this edition. Please contact us if you have feedback, suggestions 
or an article for future issues, and also to be added or removed from our mailing list.

Welcome to 
everyone 
who has 
recently 
joined 
the Trust, 
pictured at 
their staff 
induction 
in February 
(top right) 
and March 
(bottom 
right). 

The Communications Team: richard Elliott, Jane Lewis and Monica Keats
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 Compassionate care
We value all feedback we receive, and in this section 
we highlight some of the recent comments from our 
patients. 

You can get in touch by emailing tellus@wmuh.nhs.uk or 
via our website www.west-middlesex-hospital.nhs.uk 
and going to the ‘Tell us’ section under ‘Contact us’.

Tuesday 15 July 

Annual Public Meeting 

4.00pm - 5.00pm, Education Centre, 

West Middlesex University Hospital

Saturday 13 September 

Hospital Open Day 

11.00am - 3.00pm 

West Middlesex University Hospital

Save the dates...

Via NHS Choices:
Post your comments at www.nhs.uk and search for our hospital

Via Twitter (@WestMidHospital):

Conference focuses 
on end of life care
OvER 80 STAFF attended a  
conference, held in february at the  
hospital, to consider how the Trust 
can provide the best possible care for  
patients coming to the end of their 
lives.  They heard from a number 
of experts in the field of end of life 
care, including the key note speaker  
Baroness ilora finlay; professor of  
palliative care, medical doctor and 
member of the House of Lords.

Chief executive Jacqueline  
Docherty DBE opened the conference, 
challenging staff to reflect on their 
own practice and experiences of the 
Liverpool Care Pathway, which is being 
phased out later this year, to see what 
can be taken from it to maintain good 
practise. 

Baroness finlay reminded staff 
that end of life care goes deeper than  
simple compassion; it touches the  
humanity of others. So we should 
do what is right and push for it. She  
recounted her own personal and  
moving experiences looking after  
patients at the very end of their lives, 
including when she worked at West Mid 
herself.

ian Leach described his  
experience of the care that his daughter  
Melisa, recieved at the end of her 
life.  it was an emotional account. one 
of the things that stood out for ian 
was the communication between the  
hospital and the community services. 

The community team knew Melisa as  
a person, knowing both her medical  
concerns and personal information like 
her favourite football team.  This made 
Melisa’s family feel confident about the 
care being offered to her.   

Dr Millington-Sanders spoke of the 
importance of recognising the dying 
patient so that difficult conversations 
about end of life care can be initiated. 
Dr Jane Cowap spoke on assessments 
as a complex process that need to be 
holistic. It remains a challenge to find 
a universal assessment tool but it was 
suggested that there is a “gear change” 

and the patient’s changing situation will 
dictate when the right time might be.    

Dr Jonathan Koffman spoke about 
the insights of ethnic minorities on 
end of life care. He highlighted the  
historical, cultural, social and religious  
elements that influence or inform 
the perception of end of life care. He  
reminded staff that good end of life 
care should take into account how the  
diverse community perceive it so that it 
is made accessible for them.  

With the Liverpool Care Pathway  
being phased out later this year, the 
challenges from the conference were: 

good end of life care is making   �
  connections with humanity of the  
  other person

we can take the good principles from   �
  the Liverpool Care Pathway

the dying patient is key to being   �
  able to initiate difficult conversations  
  so that end of life care can meet their  
  preference

need to reassess what we do and   �
  how we do it

need to understand possible barriers   �
  stopping us engaging with patients  
  in end of life care conversations

holistic assessment is essential �
it is vital to share information and   �

  use databases such as co-ordinate my  
  care

cultural and religious concerns of the   �
  diverse community need to be taken  
  into account

be aware that end of life care will   �
  remain in the memory of the loved  
  ones; we need to get it right  

The conference was a successful  
reminder of the enormous  
challenges faced if good end of life care 
is to be sustained in a very demanding  
environment and an encouragement 
that it can be delivered. There is a 
real commitment and passion to get it 
right. The End of Life Care group will  
follow up feedback provided at the  
conference.
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Education, learning and development

AS A UNivErSiTY hospital West  
Middlesex helps train the next generation  
of doctors from imperial College  
Medical School. This goes beyond learning 
how to diagnose and treat patients, third 
year medical students are taught how to  
improve their management and  
leadership skills. They also gain an  
understanding of the importance of  
clinicians leading change in health  
services.

The students were offered a workshop 
as part of their 10 week attachment at 
the hospital, where Dr Anya Saso helped 
support and guide them on how to work 
on a clinical quality improvement project, 
as well as receiving tips on research,  
audit, and presentation. This culminated 
in a poster presentation day, organised by 
undergraduate teaching coordinator Bee 
Smith.

A panel made up of consultants and  
senior managers had the difficult task of  
judging the improvement projects, after 
studying the posters and speaking to the 
groups of students. 

However a winner was chosen,  
entitled ‘West Middlesex University  
Hospital App for Android and iphone’.  
The goal of this project was to research if  
patients would be interested in  

using a free Smartphone  
application about the hospital to  
improve and enhance their  
patient experience. The results 
were very exciting and once they 
had collected and analysed all 
of the data the medical students  
developed the main structure of  
the application. This  
included a sleek and simple to use  
interface, whilst incorporating all the  
information that patients in their  
survey requested, as well as many 
other useful features.

They had also highlighted some 
of their own ideas about how 
it can be further developed to  
improve patient satisfaction and  
efficiency within the NHS. 

Congratulations to the  
winning group: Shaan rashid,  
ranjodh Sanghera, Jennifer  
Lewsey and rustam Karanjia. We wish 
them all the best in taking their ideas  
further.

All of the students took away 
with them some life-long skills and  
competencies during this project,  
including team building, leadership skills 
and developing networks.

A standard designed for the future

IN SEPTEMbER 2011 the Nursing and Midwifery Council set  
degree as the minimum academic level for pre-registration  
nursing education. This was introduced to ensure that  
future nurses educated in the UK have the knowledge and skills  
needed when they qualify to meet the increasing demands and 
complexity required for delivering care in the future.

As of february this year, all student nurses doing their  
practice learning experience at West Middlesex are either on a 
three year BSc or two year PgDip programme. 

Although the clinical practice remains largely the same,  
the academic preparation and the qualification has changed, 
bringing pre-registration nursing in the UK in line with other 
countries and, importantly, with other health care professions. 

At West Middlesex we have teaching sessions given by  
senior nurses, doctors and other multidisciplinary team  
members  to supplement student nurses’ bedside experience, 

which is why the Trust is one of the most popular choices in 
North West London for pre-qualifying nurses to complete their 
home-base placement. 

Wendy Sarquah, who is in her final year of the PGDip in  
nursing said: “i have enjoyed my time here, i feel like West  
Middlesex is a place where students are supported. i have had 
good mentors who have guided my learning. i have appreciated 
the regular teaching sessions as they enhance our learning and i 
know they are not available as often at other trusts.”

Yogeeta beeharry is in her final year of the bSc programme, 
she said: i am currently working in theatres recovery and i have 
found the team to be very supportive. I have been given 1:1 
teaching and have three mentors. We also have 24/7 access to 
the hospital library which i have found very useful and have 
used a lot during the programme.” 

 

The winning group : Shaan Rashid, 
Ranjodh Sanghera, Jennifer Lewsey 
and Rustam Karanjia and their 
poster, pictured above.

A point-of-
care clinical 

reference tool  
THE LiBrArY NoW subscribes to  
DynaMed which is a clinical reference 
tool designed to give health care  
professionals evidence based  
information at the point of care.

 DynaMed consists of over 3,000 
evidence based summaries to answer 
clinical questions at the point of care 
for doctors, clinicians and medical 
students.

The evidence summaries cover: 
common and uncommon diseases   �

 and conditions 
symptoms  �
diagnosis, prognosis and treatment �
causes and risk factors �
medicines information �
complications  �
prevention and screening �
rare diseases and conditions  �
other clinically important topics   �

DynaMed is updated daily and  
systematically monitors journal review  
services and collections, guideline  
collections, drug information sources 
and other relevant sources. 

Publications are reviewed and each 
article is evaluated for clinical relevance  
and scientific validity. Any new  
evidence is then assimilated with exist-
ing content, and overall conclusions are 
altered as appropriate.

 
Key features:

designed for easily accessible   �
 information at the point-of-care  

updated daily to provide current   �
 and precise information 

evidence based �
references (including reviews and   �

 guidelines)
patient information  �

for more information about DynaMed 
and how access it, call the Library on 
0208 321 5968 or email:
library@wmuh.nhs.uk. 

Opening hours are 9.00 am to 4.30 pm, 
Monday to friday.

 

Above: our current group of pre-registration nurses all working towards a BSc or PGDip in Nursing with members of the 
Faculty of Nursing.

Training the doctors of tomorrow 


